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Preface

In the face of the eventual demise of legal positivism, *The Legal Relation* offers an attempt to rebuild legal theory. The work of reconstruction is informed by viewing law as a morally significant relation among people.

In the intellectual format in which legal positivism persists in the Anglo-American world, it no longer possesses any critical edge; oddly enough, some of its proponents have even made it their intellectual game to incorporate elements of its sworn opponent, natural law theory, into it.

A return to natural law theory, however, is not in the cards. The belief in one morally right answer to legal questions not only reveals embarrassingly bad aesthetic judgment, it also ignores the fact that law is designed to address a predicament of morality.

A new beginning is needed. But where would one go when both legal positivism and natural law theory drop out of the picture? *The Legal Relation* proposes to return to the broader theoretical perspective from which modern legal positivism originated in the early work of Hans Kelsen, namely, constructivism.

Legal constructivism has a negative and a positive dimension. Negatively, constructivism is about stripping the law of unnecessary idealizations. Its view of the law is not intended to be morally uplifting. Positively, constructivism construes the law from the type of relation that the law constitutes among people. Roughly stated, the emphasis shifts from law as a norm to law as a relation. This relation gives rise to sources of law. From these sources, then, “flow” various legal norms.

Constructivism, like legal positivism, accords to sources of law a central role. In contrast to positivism, however, sources are not just constitutive rules designed to capture law-creating social facts. Each source lends to the law a new appearance. The legal process involves sources talking to sources. Indeed, legal knowledge itself must be regarded as a source of law.
Both constructivism and natural law theory recognize the relevance of morality to the resolution of legal questions. The former insists, however, that, within a legal context, morality changes its mood. Within the context of the legal relation, morality can no longer be dead serious. Consequently, a major theme of *The Legal Relation* is the relation between legality and irony.

While the first half of *The Legal Relation* speaks to contemporary legal positivism, it also returns to a way of thinking about law that we associate with nineteenth-century German legal philosophy. While the book aspires to be faithful to this legacy, it does not adopt any particular thinker (e.g., Fichte, Hegel, Savigny, or Puchta) as its revered master.

Owing to its focus on the legal relation, the book rediscovers, in the exploration of alienation, an element of the Marxist critique of law. *The Legal Relation* is based upon a certain view of the purpose of jurisprudence. Legal theory does not invest future lawyers with supreme abilities to resolve hard cases, nor is it about enhancing our technical understanding of the structure of the legal system. Rather, legal theory ought to explain why and how the law matters to our lives.

Living our life we carve out a presence for ourselves in this social world. The inescapable means thereto is agency. Constructivism, ultimately, approaches the law from the conditions of autonomous agency.
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